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Blacks Law Dictionary is an indespensable aid for genealogy researchers examining old court

documents and deeds. Terms used 250 years ago are explained in detail to the legal novice.

Terminology in court proceedings in 1749 are easy to understand and decifer as it is in todays

proceedings.

This is a book that has no equal for lawyers, law studenst, or citizens concerned about their

freedoms. this one book can unraval the most complex contract or legal bill. A must for all citizens

Since I started my classes for my degree to be a Paralegal, I remember instructors always referring

to Black's Law Dictionary. So I saw this one and decided to order it. And I LOVE it!! It's more than a

dictionary. It has Appendices in the back for Abbreviations, The U.S. Constitution, Time Chart for

the United States Supreme Court, Organizational chart for the United States Government, and a

Table of British Regal Years. (Haven't looked through that yet)Like I said, it's a must have for

anyone working in, studying, or just interested in law.



This great dictionary helped me get through the legalese of case law. I love it, and frequently catch

myself perusing it for unfamiliar words. I like how it goes into depth on important topics (e.g. the

word "mortgage" gets an especially long treatment). All in all, it's a very worthy law dictionary, and I

am very pleased to have purchased it.

I bought one for my bosses son and daughter as they went off to law school, and when I reviewed

the first two I bought, I had to purchase one for myself. Being a 24 year paralegal, it still serves as a

great resource.

I had lost my original copy during my move from Chicago, which followed my graduation from law

school. I searched high and low for this edition. The copy purchased on  is in perfect condition! No

dog eared or highlighted pages. The covers are pristine, with no plemishes whatsoever. And it only

cost me $7 dollars!! I could not be happier. I plan to will it along with my home law library to my

daughter who begins law school next spring. I have purchased otner items on  and have been more

than satisfied with the quality and pricing of these items!!

I bought the book to get a view of how the legal system sees us. Was surprised at some of the

definitions.

Glad I got it. It helps me better understand what the Government has been doing. Easy to use and

understand
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